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The infrastructure of the institution is well-maintained so that students and faculty can draw

maximum benefit out of them. An optimum budget is allocated yearly for the maintenance and

inclusion of infrastructural facilities. Various Committees like the Purchase Committee, Library

Committee, Finance Committee and the IQAC ensure that only the needed infrastructure is

added on and at every level care is taken to check on the purchase of equipments for the

institution. The basic facilities of the Institution include Car parking, Student Common Room for

students. Our faculty also extends their contribution by preparing standardized tools fiom time to

time. The stock registpr (which includes the tools purchased) is updated regularly.

Internet and WIFI Facilities during Covid-l9: In the time of Covid-19, online classes were

conducted and various types of activities were conducted through online means, Airtel fiber

connection was taken for online facility in the college. The college has opened with unlimited

packs of internet and also got wifi connected. All the teachers of respective departments are

participating in various programs of the college through online mode. They are also facilitating

students to get their activities done easily.

Physical Sciences Laboratory: - Physical Instruments are calibrated and checked for their

functioning. Stock registers are regularly updated and audited to ensure all equipment and

chemicals purchased from time to time are accounted for. The glassware, metal, wood equipment

are cleaned and checked on from time to time. Chemicals are also kept stock of to ensure the

students draw benefit from Chemistry experiments.

Biological Sciences Laboratory: - The Biological Science laboratory is well furnished and

adequately equipped with provision for both classroom teaching and practical work. Stock

registers are regularly updated as per the requirements. The specimens and exhibits are cleaned

and kept in perfect condition.

Computer Lab: - This lab is also well equipped with internet connectivity, LCD Projector and

the stock register is maintained.

College Library: - The Library occupies a prominent position in the Teacher Education

programme. The library is partially automated with KOHA Open source library Automation
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software system. The entire library is bar-coded. It has an open access system. The Library
Committee meets twice a year to discuss and check on the library facilities. Stock taking
happens annually. Library also provides best reading facilities to Teachers, Students & for all
registered Users.

classrooms: - our classrooms are equipped adequately and well furnished
supplemented through LCD. Seminars, workshops and community related

conducted in the Seminar Hall.
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Support Facilities: - Water, Rest Rooms, Medical Check-up, wi-fi. Hostel Facilities are
available for our college students in Post Matrics Hostel Governed by State Covt. wi-fl
connectivity CHIPS is present. The rest rooms are adequate with all facilities including hand-
wash, bins for disposal, Sanitary Wending Machine & Insinuator for student's hygiene. Our
institution has classroom transactions and administrative procedures go unhindered. Vehicle
parking facility is available too.


